1. Based on the assigned reading for Agile software development, what are the Agile Values from the Agile Manifesto:

- Individuals and interactions over ______________ and ______________
- Working software over ______________
- Customer collaboration over ______________
- Responding to change over ______________ a ______________

2. **(Multiple Choice) (From Fall'14 Final Exam Q.15)**
Which one of the following is NOT one of the big ideas of eXtreme Programming?

a. Use working code as the main written product
b. Design software architecture carefully before the coding phase
c. Release code frequently
d. Work closely with the customer

3. **(From Fall'13 Final Exam Q.1.c)**
In the reading for MP4, you learned that some development groups write their user stories on actual physical 3inch X 5inch index cards. Why are user stories written on such small cards?

4. **(From Fall’13 Midterm Exam Q.1.a)**
If you could choose one core XP practice for a “waterfall” team to adopt, what practice would you choose and why?